This paper describes an image processing approach capable of estimating the pose of athletes exercising on indoor rowing machines in video sequences. The proposed algorithm finds and tracks the wrist, elbow, shoulder, ankle, knee, hip and head, and the line of the back also. Our contribution is twofold. The first contribution is a new background subtraction method, which can reliably separate the silhouette of athletes under some assumptions related to the videos. Furthermore, the paper introduces -as the second contribution -a skeleton fitting method to find the joints of the athletes based on the results of the background subtraction. This algorithm is based on anthropometric data and special movement patterns. The overall solution works on a real time setting in the test environment. Comparing the results, it is shown that our method surpasses the most accurate state-of-the-art general pose estimation solution for indoor rowing specific videos based on two commonly used metrics, as well.
Introduction
The automatic analysis of different sports spreads increasingly, because such systems can help the athletes, especially in competitive sports. In the past decades, vast amount of visual information was gathered about sport events, trainings and tournaments. However the utilization of this information has not started yet in an organized, consequent way, except for some professional clubs of popular ball games. Analyzing the image content may help improve the motion patterns, thus it could have a great impact in many sport disciplines, such as in rowing. The idea of our work was to provide a supporting tool with certain techniques of image processing, being part of a larger movement towards automatic movement detection in sports. The goal of our research work was to design a system, which can identify major body parts of the human body, i.e. head, back, hip, knees, ankles, elbows and wrist in video sequences taken from side view of athletes practicing on indoor rowing machines. The first step in this information getting pipeline is to separate the rowers from the background. The Related works section presents kernel and GMM (Gaussian Mixture Model) based algorithms, which are compared with the suggested algorithm in the Results section. In this paper a new algorithm is presented, which takes advantage of the specialty of human's motion and the circumstances, e.g. the motion is a cyclic activity and it is recorded from a side view of a rower.
Related Works

Related Works in Sports
Biomechanical analysis deals with the motion patterns of various sports, examining the mechanical properties of the motion and suggest-ing modifications in this motion patterns in order to improve athletics performance. Although the field of sports analytics is quite young, basic biomechanical studies were carried out already in the 20 th century [2] . Biomechanics is also often used in the sport of rowing, because rowing is a highly technical sport. Restrictions on the motion patterns lead to simple, but powerful mathematical models of rowing as suggested by [16] .
There are various systems available for evaluating rowing technique (and sport technique in general). We can distinguish sensor based and video based systems. The former ones use different sensors such as simple accelerometers and GPSs of cheap mobile phones (for example: CrewNerd is a popular phone app) or more precise accelerometers and GPSs, with angle and force measurement tools (BioRow is the most popular system, at least in Europe). Video recordings are cheap alternatives, and they are often used in everyday coaching work (Wilson, 2008 ). Because of the huge interest in ball games, in other sports there was no significant research regarding complex processing of videos [17] . To the best of our knowledge, there are no available specialized video tools specially designed for rowing coaches. Kinovea is a free and open source software for multiple sports, which allows coaches to manually mark different points in videos. The disadvantage of this tool, that it needs manual assistance and it often "looses" the tracked points.
We can also distinguish the systems that provide immediate feedback from those enabling only later in-depth evaluation. A promising research area for giving immediate feedback for rowers is to use acoustic feedback information like in Sofirow online system [22] . For such a system, the big question is which features should be mapped to acoustic signals. There is another new research using sequential forward feature selection to identify the features that are most discriminative for individual rowers [11] . This paper describes a new solution capable of automatically extracting key body part positions from pure video data. We do not deal with interpreting the extracted data and giving immediate feedback, but as our system can work on a real time setting, we want to extend our system in the future.
Background Subtraction Problem
The first aim in our system is background subtraction. Separation of the background from foreground pixels in video sequences is a well established and heavily studied topic in video processing. This is a very important, but also a very difficult step in the processing pipeline. When the camera is fixed to a location, there is a reasonable supposition, that the background pixels of the image exhibit some regular behavior which can be described by statistical tools. The emerging foreground object moving through the scene will not fit into the model descibing behaviour of background pixels and is therefore detectable. After a parametric or nonparametric pixel based model (explained later) is applied, further improvements can be made using image based algorithms like meanshift [7] , particle filters [19] or Kalman filters. The OpenCV 3.1 software library [15] provides some well-established statistical model based background subtraction algorithms as a built-in method.
Pixel based means that these algorithms consider only the previous values of a pixel at a given location, to decide whether the current value should be labeled as background (BG) or foreground (FG). A pixel is more probably in the background if its condtitional probability of beeing in the background is higher than the condition probability of beeing in the foreground. Thus, the ratio of the probabilities is greater than 1, which can be rewritten using the Bayes rule (p (BG) is unconditional probability that the pixel belongs to background):
We can then rearrange the inequality and introduce a threshold value c thr to decide if a pixel is background or not:
The left side of the equation is referred to as the underlying background model as suggested by [28] and can be estimated from a training set D t = x (0), x (1), ..., x (t -1) created from much memory and processor time for average computer. Thus only a random subset of the last M samples is used. Simple random sampling would lead to too sparse sampling, thus a "short-term" and a "long-term" sample set is kept, and a denser and a sparser sampling are used respectively. The number of data samples can be controlled via a configurable parameter (e.g. half of the total number of samples in the subsample can be used as "short-term" and another half as "long-term" samples).
The most frequently used method of parametrized method family is Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), which uses normal distribution. Improved adaptive Gaussian mixture model for background subtraction was proposed by [27] .
If we have estimations for mean, variance, and weights of normal distribution (large N in the next equation, where I is the identity matrix), then the probability estimation will be:
, ,
State-of-the-Art Methods for Human Pose Estimation
The second aim in our system is the human pose estimation, where the problem is localizing anatomical landmarks. This aim focuses on finding parts of individuals [23] and there are some new researches going on in this topic [4] , [18] , [20] . The method of the first paper [4] uses cascade detection heatmaps by convolutional neural networks and regression on these heatmaps. The next paper [18] also utilizes convolutional network architecture for human pose estimation, using various spatial relationships associated with the body. The authors of the third paper [20] proposed ConvNet architecture that is able to benefit from temporal context by combining information across the multiple frames using optical flow. Most approaches [14] , [23] used a top-down strategy that first detects a person and then, on each detected region, the pose of the detected person is estimated. There is another recent method, Deepcut method [21] , which gives good accuracy for this problem. There are two major techniques for estimating unknown statistical probability distributions:
(i) non-parametric and
(ii) parametric methods, which assume that the data follows a given probability distribution like normal distribution [26] .
In this case, the goal is to estimate the parameters (e.g. mean and variance) of this distribution. The parameters can vary depending on the type of underlying distribution. However, the non-parametric methods do not assume any type of distribution of the training data.
The simplest non-parametric method is the histogram method, which classifies the data into different bins and estimates the probability as the ratio of the count of examples in one bin over the total count. The big difference between parametric and non-parametric techniques is that, while the parametric methods use fixed number of parameters, the parameter number of non-parametric methods can grow with the size of the training data set.
Kernel density estimation method is a non-parametric statistical estimation based background subtractor described in [28] . The density estimation of a given vector x would be:
where in the left part of the equation, the common model is inferred from the training data set D t , also considering the background BG and foreground FG behavior. This probability should be estimated since the true background and foreground classification is not known. K refers to the kernel function and h to the so called bandwidth, which will control the smoothness of the estimation. The kernel function can be of any type, the most common are Gaussian, uniform, triangular, biweight and triweight kernels, but the type of kernel has a minor impact on the performance of the overall background subtraction, as stated by [10] .
In the practical implementation, if D t is large (if the video is long), keeping the samples and calculating the estimations would require too drawbacks of the pairwise representations used in [13] , which are offset vectors between every pair of body parts, is that a precise regression is difficult, and thus a separate logistic regression is required to convert the pairwise features into a probability score. Another drawback of these methods is that they assume a single person setting where the location and scale of the interested person are given.
In October 2016, there was a challenge called COCO 2016 Keypoint Challenge, that required localization of person keypoints in challenging, uncontrolled conditions. This keypoint competition involved simultaneously detecting people and localizing their keypoints. In this challenge, the Part Affinity Fields (PAF) [5] method won the first prize in all test sets. This directly exposes the association between anatomical parts of persons in an image. In this method, a two-branch network is built upon convolutional pose machines (CPM) architecture proposed by Wei et al. [24] to iteratively refine both confidence maps and PAFs with global image and spatial contexts. The architecture of the method is designed to jointly learn part locations and their association, via two branches of the same sequential prediction process. This prediction enables the part confidence maps and the association fields to encode global context while allowing an efficient bottom-up parsing step.
Using an optimization and Part Affinity Fields, the PAF method achieves better accuracy than a graphcut optimization formula based on fully connected graph structure as in [13] , [14] , [21] and outperforms all methods mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Demand for a New Method
We selected two methods, the non-parametric kernel density estimation (kernel method) and the parametric GMM, as described in the previous section, and we used them for extraction of human body parts of a rowing athlete.
One of the drawbacks of these methods is that they mark the shadows projecting to the background as foreground. There is an additional mechanism for detecting shadows, which can be connected to both methods. The idea behind the implementation is suggested by Cucchiara [8] , [9] . The algorithm works in the HSV color space, because the shadows have not significant effect on hue values, but they will lower the value of the saturation. The next equation presents the calculation of the estimation of density function with kernels.
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For estimation of a density function different kernels can be used. Parameters of the kernel are d dimensional vectors, so these should be handled either by crossproduct separable kernel extension or (circle or sphere) symmetric kernel extension. The type of the kernel functions has only a minor importance, however the value of the diameter h has a large impact on the estimation. Elgammal [10] suggested that ( ) / 0.68 2 m * is a good choice, where m denotes the median of the absolute differences between consecutive vectors.
We have tried these methods with different variants and improved versions (with symmetric kernel extension), but the accuracy of segmentation was weak because of general assumptions in videos. So, the demand arised for a new method.
Suggested Methods for Rowing Detection
Preliminaries
In this section a real time video processing framework is presented, which is capable of reliable detection of an athlete performing a rowing workout on indoor rowing machines. The presented framework reports the position of the wrist, elbow, shoulder, ankle, knee, hip and head and the line of the back.
In our method we took advantage of the fact that rowing motion is a cyclic motion, which means that more or less the same motion is repeated several times. Rowing utilizes all body parts and all important muscle groups, resulting in complex patterns, and sometimes -in case of beginners -a lot of technique errors.
Rowers sit on a sliding seat in order to extend the movement to legs too. The rowing stroke begins at the catch position, where the legs are in full flexion, shins are vertical, the body leans slightly forward and the arms are extended, the shoulders are relaxed. Then the driving phase begins by pushing with the legs backward, while maintaining the same body position and keeping the arms straight. When the legs are almost extended, the body begins to swing to carry on accelerating the boat. Finally, with arms pull, the rower arrives at the finish position. Here, the movement (compared to the boat) changes direction and the recovery phase begins, with doing all the movements inversely: first the arms are straightened, then the body swings forward and finally the legs begin to bend and the rower arrives at the catch position again. Then this sequence is repeated several times. An example of rowing sequence is presented in [16] , where the whole cycle of the rowing motion with different positions can be seen. In a rowing boat, the wrists travel along an arc, while in the case of an indoor rowing machine, the wrists move along a straight line. Except that, there is no difference between the two motions. This paper considers the case of indoor rowing, but the elaborated method can be extended to the outdoor rowing as well.
The framework relies on a couple of assumptions regarding the video and the motion. These assumptions are summarized in Table 1 . The most important one is related to the viewpoint: we assume, that the plane of motion is parallel with the camera plane and the recorder is fixed. Furthermore, it is important that colors of the rower and of the background are not the same, the background and the lighting conditions are not varying during the recording. All the time, the rower's full body is captured by the recording, the rower is not too small in the images of the video (in order to able to detect all body parts), and the rower is not too close to the camera (avoiding large distortion of camera lenses). Additionally, the rower's shadow should be light or small, and other shadows should not be cast to the rower's body. The athlete should row without any extraordinary large mistake in rowing technique or any incidental motion and he should maintain average stroke rate, which is measured in water sports by a common unit, the stroke/min, abbr. spm (e.g. between 15 and 45 spm, which is actually not a strict requirement because rowers rarely do workouts below 20 spm or exceed the 40 spm stroke rate). The last assumption is that there are no other large moving objects captured by the camera.
Our suggested method -after the initialization -consists of two large blocks, as can be seen in Figure 1 . The first block is a new background subtraction method, which can reliably separate the silhouettes of athletes, under certain assumptions related to the videos. In the next section we describe this area based on the adaptive body part extraction.
In the next section we present our suggested method for pose estimation as the second large block. This involves a new skeleton fitting method to find the joints of the athletes, based on the results of the background subtraction. The algorithm is based on the anthropometric data and special movement patterns. In the pose estimation block ( Figure 1 ) the body parts (as points) are implemented, and there is another smaller block where the back curvature is calculated (as line). Both of them belong to the pose of the athlete's body.
Area Based Adaptive Body Part Extraction
The core idea behind the proposed method is that as the athlete moves on the scene, some of its points can be captured by subtracting the previous frame from the current frame, calcu- lating the absolute value, and then thresholding it. This will result in a binary image, where one value will indicate a huge change between frames, and zero value will indicate no or negligible change. We developed a concept with non-deterministic finite state machine presented in Figure 2 , which shows the process on a pixel level. On the top of the figure, there are four states, which cannot be observed based on the thresholded difference image. The names denote if the pixel belongs to foreground or to background of the scene.
For example BG -FG is the state where the pixel is now background pixel, but at the previous frame, the pixel belonges to the foreground. The arrows with a 1 , a 2 , ..., a 8 denote possible transition between the states and their probabilities. Note, that we do not know possible probabilities and do not have any method to estimate them.
The difference image encodes one of the two states from the bottom at every pixel. We do not know the probabilities of b 1 , b 2 , ..., b 8 , but based on the assumptions summarized in the previous section, we can deduce some inequalities. For example b 1 is much larger than b 5 , because if a pixel belongs to foreground at both the previous and the current frames, then the likelihood of a contour is very small (only small body parts, such as little finger or a lock of hair may need a contour between two consecutive frames in the video when this point belongs to foreground, then background, then foreground again during a unit of time), and there is a large probability that this pixel is not a contour point. Based on similar arguments, we can deduce the following inequalities:
The BG -FG and FG -BG changes will occur near the athlete's contour. These states will cause most of the contours. So now if we calculate the center of the observed contour points, it is very likely that it will be in the bounding box of the rower. This is based on the assumption that the athlete does not change large position between two frames, and this will hold since we restricted the stroke rate to less than 45 spm, and a video recording contains at least 24 frames per second.
Consider Figure 3 from another aspect. If the rower is moving at the speed v, its height on the image plane is h, the time difference between consecutive frames is Δt and we calculate the thresholded difference of frames i and i + N, where N is a small number, then the number of the contour points (changed pixels in the difference image) is roughly proportional to the height of the rower and the distance he or she has moved, so the number of contour points (pixels) is:
If we observe a large number of contour points, then it means that the athlete was moving; otherwise, the rower did not change his position.
In the latter case, we observe not only a small number of contour points, but these points are scattered and the order of magnitude of contour points is approximately equal to the magnitude of noise. In order to filter out these noisy observations, we will consider only appropriate (good) difference images where the number of contour points is high, due to a sufficiently large moving object (rower).
Based on these facts we suggest a new method, which is called area based adaptive body part extraction method consisting of two phases, (i) producing an adaptive background image and
(ii) creating a rower's mask by background subtraction.
For the first phase we have elaborated two methods in order to get an adaptive background image -our aim was to get it because this provides a more general solution than a fixed background image does.
Our initially proposed method is contour based adaptive background image construction for the first phase. In this method we calculate difference images of frames i and i + N, where N is a small fixed number (so in the calculation of difference image, not only the current, but the previous frame is moving with i as well), and enumerate the number of the contour points. On the first predefined number of frames (FPS * 4 would be enough, where FPS means frame per second) we measure the maximum number of contour pixels (max con ) that appeared on the difference images. Let us consider the different images with more than c thr * max con contour points, where c thr is an appropriate threshold (between 0 and 1). We call them good images, while the other images are bad images. The max con parameter can be continuously updated with an exponentially weighted moving average scheme in order to reflect the newer observation with more weight.
For every predefined number of frames (FPS * 4 frames) an independent new max' con value is calculated. The cumulative cum_max con value can be computed from previous one:
For the good images (considered for cumulative cum_max con ) we calculate the center of the contours as the mean of their horizontal and vertical coordinates. To the series we apply a denoising (exponentially weighted moving average with high α value).
With this piece of information we can construct the (contour based adaptive) background image. We apply a morphological eroding operation (with a small rectangular structuring element to remove noise) to good images. Our method searches the catch position among these images automatically (based on extremum search in horizontal direction). Furthermore the method finds good image with finish position and stores this image. After locating the leftmost pixel of the rowers' contour points (denote its x coordinate as xsplit), our method takes the left part of the chosen good image at catch position up to the coordinate xsplit and the right part of the stored good image at finish position beginning from the xsplit coordinate, and compose them. Note that, with this method, the shins still remain on the background image and cannot be eliminated, so the result will be noisy around them.
As we acquired the background image, we can now get the foreground mask with a simple subtraction and a thresholding operation; this foreground mask will be the athlete's body. This process is shown in Figure 4 , and the advantage of our method is the ability to detect the rower robustly when there are some small changes in the background.
If the rower is facing left instead of right, the described method would not allow so good segmentation (in case the method has not information about the direction), because the creation of background would be the same. To solve this issue avoiding the inaccurate background image, our method tracks the head position. If the head is further from the left side of the rower's bounding box, than from the right side of the bounding box at the (hypothesized) catch position, then the rower is facing left. Hence, the image is flipped and the whole background subtraction process is repeated resulting in a better background image.
If the background image is already available, when a new frame arrives only a subtraction and a thresholding operation are needed to compute the segmentation. Our method continuously recalculates the background image, so it can adopt to slow changes of the background. With the cost of more computation, even more sophisticated methods can be used, like modeling the background pixels with a normal distribution, or even with GMM.
We have elaborated an extended version of contour based adaptive background image construction, so called silhouette based adaptive background image construction, which consists of two steps:
(i) the first step is the contour based adaptive background image construction method itself, and
(ii) the second step uses the background image coming from the first step.
In the second step the method calculates the difference of the contour based background image (as the output of the first step) and the frame (instead of the difference between two frames as in the contour based method) which will result in a body silhouette instead of contours. Having difference images the method calculates new xsplit and thereafter a new background image is combined based on the same process shown in Figure 4 . The idea behind this extended version Figure 4 . The process of background subtraction. On the left, good frames for catch and finish are acquired and the appropriate xsplit x coordinate is calculated. Then the two images are merged to form the background. With this background and the current frame a foreground mask is calculated.
was that using only one frame may lead to a better localized estimation; because in contour based background creation method (where two frames are subtracted) the contour was more ''scattered''. But we found that silhouette based solution did not improve the segmentation accuracy.
Suggested Method for Pose Estimation
The whole estimation is based on the rower's foreground mask and does not use any other visual information. It heavily relies on the anthropometric measurements published in [6] and on other temporal, spatial, behavioral and viewpoint information. The algorithm outputs the 2D image coordinates of ankle, knee, hip, elbow and shoulder, wrist, the center of head and also the line of the back, represented as series of straight lines.
The mean proportion of the head and necktorso length in adult population is 0.339 [6] . To make sure that the whole head is captured, we use a slightly oversized, 0.38 proportion value, so we cut out the bottom region of the silhouette's bounding box, and search the center of the head in the top region. We find this point by distance transform [3] and finding extremum on the resulted image; where distance transform calculate the Euclidean distance between the investigated foreground point and the nearest background point, and the algorithm found the maximum as extremum.
The x coordinate of the hip is determined with similar calculations. However, for y coordinates we scan the frame at finish position and take the center of thighs; since thighs are horizontal, this is equal to the y coordinate of the hip, as demonstrated in Figure 5 . The point of the shoulder can be determined in the same manner as in the case of head.
The ankle position can be determined as the bottom right foreground point at catch position. Since the ankle is fixed to the rowing machine, it moves only a little, and our method uses this estimation for all video frames.
For localizing the wrist, we crop the image above the thighs, then only the right side of the bounding box is kept. In this cropped image the center point is calculated by maximum point of distance transformed image.
Estimating the elbow and knee positions is more difficult. Because the wrist and shoulder or the ankle and hip positions are known and the elbow and knee move along a plane (this is true for the knee, but the elbow usually moves a little bit in perpendicular direction to the image plane which affects the accuracy of the estimation), we can use a linear equation system.
Let us assume that the hip is at position (hip (t) x, hip (t) y), and the ankle is at (ankle (t) x, ankle (t) y). The length of the thigh is l thigh and the length of the shins is l shin and the total leg length is l leg . Now we can write ( ) 
From anthropometric measurements we get 0.77 for the l shin / l thigh ratio. At the finish position the legs are straight, so the leg length can be calculated: 
Now we can solve the linear equation system and get the (knee (t) x , knee (t) y) location. The elbow location is calculated in a similar manner, using the catch position for calculating the arm length. To estimate the line of the back our method simply takes the outline of the silhouette from the bottom of the head to the line of the hip (we call it outline method). But at finish position the elbow will uncover the back. To solve the issue, a middle line (as several middle points found by maximum points in the distance transformed image) is applied to the torso, so the line of the spine is acquired. Then this line is shifted left to the position of the back; this is shown in Figure 6 .
Results
Results of the Background Subtraction
This section compares the proposed background subtraction algorithm with kernel and GMM background methods. The manual segmentation in pixel level would be a laborious work in all frames in the video, thus instead of quantitative accuracy we give only a qualitative comparison based on manual inspection of some sample videos. The only problem of our method is with the area near the shin. On the top left image, the shin is not captured, while on the bottom left image, "two shins" are detected, i. e. the white area below the knee is the shin, as it was approximately one second earlier. This is due to the design of the algorithm, and it can also cause problems behind the buttocks of the athlete, which can negatively affect the back estimation accuracy. But this is the trade off for fast and in other regions good and robust segmentation. Based on the qualitative test, the proposed method is more accurate, and we conducted a quantitative test for speed comparison. Table 2 summarizes the average processing time of one video frame using different methods and various videos. As described above, after the initial phase, the proposed algorithm can reset the background generation phase, or it can use the calculated background image for a faster segmentation. In the latter case, the extra time spent on the background calculation of the first few frames will be amortized amongst all video frames. The table shows running time for both cases. Our method is implemented in c++ (OpenCV version 3.1.0.), and we get the results running on Intel Core i3 CPU with no GPU support.
Results of the Pose Estimations on Different Videos
Results of the pose estimations on different videos can be seen in Figure 8 . The top three videos do not satisfy all the assumptions described in the beginning, but the estimation is still reasonably acceptable. In these cases the estimation Figure 8 . Results of the pose estimations on different videos. The head is marked with empty circle, the shoulder with a line, the elbow with empty triangle, the wrist with empty square, the hip with full circle, the knee with full triangle and the ankle with full square.
of the elbows, knees and sometimes back can get wrong. In the bottom video the proposed algorithm produces very accurate estimation. The head is marked with empty circle, the shoulder with a line, the elbow with empty triangle, the wrist with empty square, the hip with full circle, the knee with full triangle and the ankle with full square. In the second row, all points are marked with a circle, because of the colorful sticky notes put on the clothing. The line of the back is marked with a line (the left three pictures in the second row are the results of outline based back estimation, and the right picture is achieved by distance transform method).
For evaluating our results, we have collected a small testing dataset, containing six 15 minute long indoor rowing workouts, at various stroke rates and intensities and with four different people and two different backgrounds. Example frame from the video recording is shown in Figure 9 . We have automatically collected the ground truth positions of the body parts using brisk sticky notes, as can be seen in the figure. The positions are derived from the images after a thresholding operation, separately for every individual color. These sticky notes do not affect the behavior and performance of our method, moreover, they enabled us to make an experimental dataset with ground truth positions. The colors had no impact on the process, since the predictions rely more on shapes than colors. For comparison, we have tested our dataset with the PAF method [5] , which is one of the most accurate state-of-the-art general pose estimation solutions, as mentioned in the previous, Related works section. Table 3 shows the RMSE (root mean squared error) of the predictions on different body parts (video resolution was 584 × 276) both for our method and the method by Cao et al. [5] . The error is defined as the Euclidean distance of the prediction and ground truth value (note that the back estimation is not included). The values are presented in pixel values and also in "torso lengths", i.e. compared to the length of the torso, which gives normalized values (this is independent of the image size). The average RMSE is 6.3 px for our method, while it is 7.6 px for Cao's method.
In order to compare the solution suggested in this paper with another one, we evaluated the results based on another metric, the so called PCK, as well. PCK (Percentage of Correct Keypoints) [1] is a widely used metric in the pose estimation literature. PCK@r is the percentage of predicted keypoints that lie within radius r of the ground truth value. It is usually also normalized to ground truth torso length for more comparable results (typical value of parameter Figure 9 . Example frame from the video recording for collect the ground truth positions. Experimental results show that our average error in the pose estimation is only 4.2% of the length of torso (i.e. 0.042 normalized value) compared to 5.1% of the method (PAF) developed by Cao et al. In the comparison we selected PAF as one of the most accurate methods and we measured the PCK@0.2 results at the pose estimation, and our solution exceeds the currently best results (0.958 vs. 0.924). Based on these results we can conclude that our method surpasses the state-of-the-art method for indoor rowing specific videos.
Conclusion
In competitive sports, tracking of human body's parts and the whole pose of athlete is essential. In this paper new methods are presented, which are -under the given assumptions -capable of extracting the head, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, ankle and back positions of a rowing athlete from video sequences. We propose a problem specific, fast and accurate background subtraction method, which surpasses two other methods widely used in literature; we also present a pose estimation approach to extract the interested points. The first contribution is a new background subtraction method, which can reliably separate the silhouette of athletes. By adaptive background image our method is able to detect rower robustly when there are some small changings in the background. This is a large advantage compared to the solutions using fixed background image, and another benefit is the speed of our method. So comparing it with GMM and kernel methods, we can conclude that our rowing specific method performs better than general background subtraction methods. The second contribution is a skeleton fitting method to find the joints of the athletes based on the results of the background subtraction. Our estimation is based on the rower's foreground mask and on the anthropometric measurements of human body. We also investigated the best state-of-the-art human pose estimating method, the so called Part Affinity Fields (PAF) method which also uses anatom- Figure 10 . PCK metrics for wrist and elbow evaluation.
(b) (a) ical parts of the body, but this directly predicts them in the image. The test results show that our solution slightly outperforms the PAF method. Based on the comparison, the conclusion is that the whole procedure with our backgroundforeground segmentation and solving the linear equation system for anatomical parts is important and that these phases in the procedure can help each other (a good foreground mask can improve final results of the pose estimation as well).
